
     Living in San Diego has opened more doors in my life that I could ever have imagined. 

This beautiful land has it all, the weather, the culture, the diversity, the people. I honestly

feel It can’t get any better… or can it? Well, to be completely honest with you, there is this

one thing, after eight years since my arrival I haven’t found, nor have I stopped looking for,

and that is, the best Taco Shop Experience based on Authentic Mexican standards, aka a

Taqueria.

 

      When it comes to TACOS, one does not simply give up on ones quest; you see, as

Mexicans, Tacos are imprinted in our soul like an archetypic image of our own culture: the

call of our ancestors, the Aztecs, and the Mayans,  flowing desperately through our  veins

along with the  need to connect back to the roots of our food. Even in Mexico, we keep

looking for a new Taco that will bring our old favorite Taco to shame. There is no such

thing as Taco loyalty, at least not for long. To resonate with the world’s latest  trending

topic, It is a Song of Guac and Salsa over there!
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Since my arrival back in 2012, I have been

continually looking for a place where I can

enjoy a decent taco without dealing with

excessive amounts of cumin, the spicy-less

salsas, the packaged tortillas or the yellow

melted goo some refer to as cheese. What

can I say? Old habits die hard, probably the

reason why American tourists can find a

particular fast food branch wherever in the

world they’re traveling. 

 

Even though I  consider myself a flavor

explorer, always open to new and exciting

ideas,  truth is, it’s the certainty in our food

what feeds our souls with comfort. The

detonation of the memory cells, meeting

with our surroundings in the present and

telling us, home is still there, within

ourselves. That experience can only be

brought to you by  mimicking certain

flavors from the time we were growing up!

It is not an irrational whim, it is merely

human nature!

  

 

     This is why It has become a personal commitment to look everywhere until I find a relatable

pedacito de Mexico in California, a place where food can really make me feel I’m back home! Oh! The

struggle! One too real for any Mexican person living abroad, but,  to quote Rock Legend John Lennon,

You might say I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one. 

 

     But what is the authentic Mexican experience, you might ask? Well, my friend, as far as  Tacos go,

it is a sum of a set of characteristics every place needs to have to accomplish this vital connotation.

Taquerias are a favorite tradition in Mexico. I’m not sure people really appreciate the great treasure

that a humble Taco Stand represents. I know I didn’t until I moved to the USA and tried a chain

bought crunchy Taco for the first time. It is all in the little details,  a real Taqueria has some sort of

swag to itself,  a mixture of ingredients, flavors, commodity, freedom, and toppings. Most importantly,

Taquerias must feel relaxed, a place where everyone can feel welcomed and free to eat with their

hands and make a mess while standing up in line waiting for the next Taco to be ideally passed from

hand to plate by the one and only representative of God Huitzilopochtli itself on earth, the holy 

Taquero.

WITH  EVERY  TACO

WE  EAT  THERE  I S  A

LONG ING   TO  F I ND

HOME . . .



FOOD  AND   CHAT  WITH :

PEPE  S TEPENSKY

     And that’s when a friend of mine called to recommend Porkyland, she said, and I

quote: “You should go for a visit, Favorite Mexican Restaurants on Hillcrest got

nothing on them!” The location was a little discouraging at first, mind you, I became

a little skeptical thinking  how on Earth would it be possible to find in Del Mar

Heights what to this day,  I keep on looking so  close to the border? But, as so often

happens regarding food, my curiosity was stronger. Today I can tell you I’m glad I

took a chance on Porkyland.  Here is what I discover while visiting their location at

Del Mar Heights. 

 

 When I arrived, I was greeted by the owner Pepe Stepensky, who showed me

around and introduced me to his staff. Pepe has a bright and shining personality

that makes you feel comfortable right away. As soon as you enter the establishment,

you can feel the work atmosphere, it is a nice family-like one,  where employers and

employees work together on a common goal: Mexican food.  The place is near a high

school, so in the breaks between classes, those lines get large.  Pepe talked about

starting the business in 1982, first making fresh Tortillas and then expanding to

Carnitas and then Mexican dishes, that’s when the name Porkyland was conceived.

As a Mexico City native, Pepe knows the importance to provide the best experience

between service, quality food, and ambiance. That’s why after more than 20 years in

business, and 5 different restaurants all around San Diego,  he is pleased with what

he has accomplished.

He wants people to know more about their two locations, their special events, and

now catering service, where they won’t fail to deliver their complete tasteful menu to

you!



Now lets talk about  the food, shall

we?

 

 The first dish I was offered was

some Green Chilaquiles, now, to

be honest, I wasn’t expecting

those, but I didn’t hesitate either, it

was past 10:00 am, I was hungry,

and we Mexicans eat our

Chilaquiles in the morning! So, I

dug in, and to my surprise, they

where crunchy, the green salsa

was spicy and flavorful. They had

melted  Monterrey cheese and

sour cream on top, very adequate.

Just like the real deal!

 

Chilaquiles were followed by a set

of 4 mini tacos, one different flavor

each, Asada, Al Pastor, Carnitas

and Chicken. I first tried the Asada,

and the Al Pastor,  they were fine,

but the Carnitas one  (pork meat

braised in lard)  really made a

statement. By far, my favorite! Let

me tell you, the best Carnitas Taco  

I’ve tried in town!

 

After those, I  tried a few other

items, like Quesadillas and Pozole.

But besides the Carnitas, my

second favorite Item was the

Signature Burrito, which was

SUPERB! Carnitas (I know!), beans,

Mexican rice, and a Chile Relleno

stuffed with cheese, all wrapped in

a hug by a large flour tortilla. Now,

the proof I can really enjoy

Americanized Mexican food is this

burrito, and honestly, after trying it,

I’m not sure anything else would

have been close to enough! Like

we say in Mexico, ¡Nada le llega a

los talones!



Also, I find it essential to acknowledge

the fact that Porkyland as a brand

holds a  little Mercadito where locals

can shop for prepacked Totopos (corn

chips), Mexican style  Paletas

(popsicles), salsas, tortillas (both Corn

and Flour) and even Buñuelos (The

Mexican version of cinnamon rolls),

Products  not easily found in the

regular grocery  stores.  

Another important aspect of this

business to consider is the Topping

and Salsa section, which consists of  3

different salsas made in their kitchen

every day, (luckily for me, with heat

levels starting from mild to hot) and

pickled carrots and jalapeno peppers,

also made freshly every day.

 

     In conclusion, I ’wouldn’t go as far as

to consider Porkyland a Taqueria, as it

is obviously a Mexican Restaurant that

happens to sell good  tacos, amongst

many other  things. But I would

definitely recommend it as an option

for anyone who wants to have the

typical Mexican breakfast or brunch,

spiced up with some other innovative

creations from their own inspiration. Or

a decent Mexican meal with more of

the authentic flavors. I’m forever

pleased they have been able to keep it

real for all these years.  And, as it for

me, I know that every time I feel having

some Carnitas, It will be worth the

drive.  Also, did I mention they have

Margarita happy hour? 

 

Find more about Porkyland at:

www.goporkyland.com

@porkylanddelmarheights 
Or visit at 12880 Carmel Country Road,
San Diego Ca
 

 

 


